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Summary
Creator: Hogg, John, 1800-1869
Title: John Hogg manuscript material
Size: 5 items
Abstract: John Hogg, English classical scholar and naturalist. &#xB7; Holograph notes on a tour
through Switzerland and Italy : (H'GANA 0017) : Jul-Sep 1824 : 8 pages (2 double sheets sewn into
fascicle) : very brief summaries of daily activity beginning "At Geneva" on July 2 and ending in Milan on
September 2 when he "Set off for Turin." Followed by five lines summarizing subsequent travels through
France.
Access: Restricted access.
Preferred citation: John Hogg manuscript material, Carl H. Pforzheimer Collection of Shelley and His
Circle, The New York Public Library

Creator History
John Hogg, English classical scholar and naturalist.

Scope and Content Note
· Holograph notes on a tour through Switzerland and Italy : (H'GANA 0017) : Jul-Sep 1824 : 8 pages (2
double sheets sewn into fascicle) : very brief summaries of daily activity beginning "At Geneva" on July
2 and ending in Milan on September 2 when he "Set off for Turin." Followed by five lines summarizing
subsequent travels through France.
· To Thomas Jefferson Hogg, his brother : -- 1 autograph letter signed : 9 Jan 1816 : (H'GANA 0009) : 2
pages (double sheet) : from Norton : begins, "As there is plenty of room left in the frank, I take the
opportunity of letting you know what is going on in this part of the World . . . ." Written on the same
letter sheet as a letter of the same date to T. J. Hogg from his sister, Sarah (H'GANA 00010).
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· To the Rev. Thomas Maude, clergyman and poet : -- 1 autograph letter signed : 12 Apr 1836 :
(H'GANA 0019) : 3 ¹/_ pages (double sheet) : from Temple : begins, "I bought your Poem the day before
I left London . . . ." -- 1 autograph letter signed : 4 Jul 1839 : (H'GANA 0020) : 3 ¹/_ pages (double
sheet) : [no place] : begins, "Many thanks for your most friendly congratulations." -- 1 autograph letter
(incomplete) signed : [no date] : (H'GANA 0021) : 4 pages (double sheet) : [no place] : begins, ". . . of
Creation in that period is so delayed & lengthened as to detract very greatly from the all skillful, all
perfecting & all quickening omnipotence of the Creator.".
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